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Abstract—This paper proposes an algorithm that eventually
elects a leader for each connected component of a dynamic
network where nodes can move or fail by crash. A node only
communicates with nodes in its transmission range and locally
keeps a global view, denoted topological knowledge, of the
communication graph of the network and its dynamic evolution.
Every change in the topology or in nodes membership is detected
by one or more nodes and propagated over the network, updating
thus the topological knowledge of the nodes. As the choice of the
leader has an impact on the performance of applications that
use an eventual leader election service, our algorithm, thanks to
nodes topological knowledge, exploits the closeness centrality as
the criterion for electing a leader. Experiments were conducted
on top of PeerSim simulator [1], comparing our algorithm to a
representative flooding algorithm. Performance results show that
our algorithm outperforms the flooding one when considering
leader choice stability, number of messages, and average distance
to the leader.
Index Terms—distributed systems, dynamic networks, connected graph, leader election, topology, centrality

I. I NTRODUCTION
Eventual leader election is an essential service for many
reliable applications that require coordination actions on top
of asynchronous fail-prone distributed systems. Also called the
Ω failure detector [2], an eventual leader election algorithm
provides a primitive, denoted Leader() that, when invoked by
a process, returns the identity of a process of the system and
ensures that there exists a time after which it always returns
the identity of the same nonfaulty process.
Ω allows to solve the consensus problem with the weakest
assumptions on process failures considering a majority of
correct processes. Consensus is one of the most fundamental
problems of distributed computing [3]. Paxos [4] and Bitcoin [5] (as many other blockchains) are well-known consensus algorithms that exploit eventual leader election service,
while many examples of problems in the literature, such as
state machine replication or atomic broadcast, as well as many
distributed systems (e.g., Kubernetes [6], ZooKeeper [7], etc.)
use consensus.
We are particularly interested in providing an eventual leader election algorithm for mobile ad hoc network
(MANET), a decentralized dynamic network where nodes
can move and communicate by transmitting messages over
wireless links. Only nodes within the transmission range of
each other can communicate directly with one another. Then,

they can retransmit the message to other nodes. Thus, one or
more intermediate nodes may act as relays. In such a network,
the communication graph evolves: nodes can join or leave the
system, fail, and recover at runtime. Due to this dynamic, the
network may be partitioned, i.e., composed of two or more
connected components. Initially, nodes have no knowledge of
the system membership, learning about it during execution
time.
Many works have proposed leader election algorithms in
both static [3], [8]–[10], and dynamic [11]–[18] distributed
systems. However, among the latter, only a few of them take
into account the above highly dynamic characteristics and
membership lack of knowledge of MANETs. Furthermore,
in the majority of these algorithms, the choice of the leader
is based on a beforehand criterion such as the lowest or the
highest nonfaulty process identity. We argue that a criterion
should take into account the impact that the choice of the
leader may have on the performance of algorithms that use
the leader election service. Performance-related criteria are,
for instance, nodes remaining battery life, nodes computation
capabilities, nodes topological position (e.g., the minimum
average distance from a node to all other nodes), etc. Similarly
to [12], we denote the most valued node the one that best meets
the performance-related criterion in question and, therefore,
should be chosen as the leader. Hence, we believe that (1) an
election algorithm for mobile networks must tolerate arbitrary,
concurrent topology changes, and should eventually terminate
electing a unique leader per connected component of the
network [19]; (2) for the sake of performance, an elected leader
should be the most valued node among all the nodes within
its connected component.
The contribution of this paper is an eventual leader election
algorithm based on the most valued node criterion and whose
nodes have a global knowledge of the communication graph
and its dynamic evolution, denoted topological knowledge.
Our algorithm progressively builds and maintains a local
knowledge of the connected graph. It relies only on broadcasts
within node transmission ranges and does not require any election communication phase: with both its current topological
knowledge and choosing the most valued node, each node
can directly deduce at any moment which node is the current
leader. In particular, the topological knowledge allows for the
computation of the closeness centrality and the election of

per component central located leaders, which, thus, efficiently
spread information across nodes of the component. If the
problem of discovering a topology has been studied in various
contexts [20], [21], it is to the best of our knowledge the first
time this approach is used to elect an eventual leader.
We should point out that even if we target MANET, our
algorithm has been designed for generic mobile dynamic
networks.
We have compared the performance of our Topology Aware
algorithm with a variant of the leader election algorithm of
Vasudevan et al. [12], because their work is a good example
of a typical flooding algorithm and is strongly referenced in
the literature [13], [14], [18], [22]. Results of experiments conducted on the PeerSim simulator [1] confirms the effectiveness
of our algorithm and that it outperforms the latter.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents research works related to the leader election problem, Section III explains the chosen model and assumptions,
Section IV describes the algorithm, Section V discusses performance results and, finally, a conclusion and future work are
given in Section VI.
II. R ELATED WORK
There exists an extensive literature related to leader election
and Ω failure detector (eventual leader election) for both static
and dynamic systems.
Several existing leader election algorithms on static networks consider that nodes are logically organized in a ring [8],
[9], [23], while others [3], [24], [25] dynamically build spanning trees for exchanging information, taking a decision about
the elected node, and announcing the new leader.
The problem of coping with dynamics in order to implement
a leader election algorithm in a dynamic system, more specifically in MANET, has been largely studied by many authors.
Malpani et al. have a solution [11] that builds an acyclic
graph where each node has a direct path to the leader.
However, contrarily to our algorithm, it does not provide
enough information to elect a central leader by choosing its
topological position in the network. The election criterion used
by the algorithm is the lowest value of a movement-based
counter. The algorithm was extended by [22] and [14] where
the election of a new leader requires three diffusion waves
over the network: two waves to search for a potential leader
and one confirmation wave to spread the election result over
the network. These waves induce a high number of message
exchanges which slow down the election process. Furthermore,
these algorithms do not use a broadcast communication model
like our algorithm, but neighbors send point-to-point messages,
increasing the number of messages sent. A final remark is that
the algorithm in [22] relies on a global time, assuming that
nodes have perfectly synchronized clocks.
By using the highest identifier node as the criterion to
elect a node, the algorithm of Rahman et al. [13] is based
on a spanning tree construction which requires heartbeat,
probe, reply, and acknowledgment messages. The number
of exchanged messages is, thus, very high, overloading the

network and does not provide enough information to choose
a centrally positioned leader.
Kim et al. [18] exploit a wave algorithm to build a spanning
tree to elect a centrally positioned leader, according to the
average depth of nodes in the tree, and compare different
centrality metrics. However, the central leader is not always
optimal, depending on the initiator node of the election, and
mobility of nodes is not studied.
By returning a leader identity only when it is accepted by all
nodes in the network, the algorithm of Vasudevan et al. [12]
solves, in fact, a stronger problem than the eventual leader
election. The election criterion of the algorithm is static and
corresponds to the highest arbitrary value assigned to a node.
The wave algorithm builds a spanning tree where each node
sends back to its parent the identifier of the node having the
highest value in its subtree. The authors suggest the idea of
electing as the leader the node with the minimum average
distance to other nodes, but as it is presented, their algorithm
does not permit such an election.
Since it is impossible to solve an eventual leader election
(Ω failure detector) in pure asynchronous distributed systems
prone to process failures [26], additional assumptions are
necessary to implement it. To this end, the majority of works
use one of the two orthogonal approaches: timer-based, which
supposes that links are eventually timely [17], [27], [28],
or message exchange pattern-based [15], [29], i.e., a queryresponse mechanism where eventually there is a link whose
responses are always received before the others. A punishment
mechanism is usually used as a criterion for electing the leader.
In order to tolerate the dynamics of mobile networks, some
solutions are either based on the message pattern approach
with broadcasts to neighbor nodes and network stability assumptions [15], or on the construction of dynamic graphs,
considering that eventually links are timely or the network
topology stop changing [17], [30]. We did not compare our
solution with these algorithms since their model, synchrony,
stability, or mobility assumptions are different from ours.
III. S YSTEM MODEL AND ASSUMPTIONS
In this section, we define the system model and assumptions
for our eventual leader election algorithm. We assume an
upper bound φ on the time a process takes to execute a
step and eventual timely links, i.e., an upper bound δ on
the transmission delay. However, both upper bounds φ and
δ are unknown, so the system is partially synchronous. As we
consider one process per node, the words node and process
are interchangeable.
Node states and failures: Every node always follows the
specification of the algorithm, until a potential fail. It is
considered correct if it never fails and never leaves the system
during the whole execution. Otherwise, it is considered faulty,
until it comes back in the system.
A node can fail by crashing and a failed node can recover,
joining the system again with the same unique identifier, i.e.,
two nodes cannot have the same identifier. Therefore, a node
keeps its identifier regardless of its state. However, the node

does not recover its state neither the knowledge of the network
membership and, thus, is initialized again.
Communication graph: As the system is composed of mobile
nodes, it can be seen as an undirected graph, where vertices
are nodes and edges represent the possibility of two nodes to
communicate directly between each other (1-hop nodes). Two
nodes can communicate directly if they are in the transmission
range of each other, i.e., the emission range of the sending
node intersects the reception range of the receiver node. In
our system, the emission range is the same as the reception
range, so if node i can communicate with node j, node j can
also communicate with node i (bidirectional links).
In the graph, adjacent vertices of a node are called neighbors
and the set of adjacent vertices represents the neighborhood
of a node. A given node belongs to a connected graph formed
by its neighbors, neighbors of its neighbors and so on, that we
called a connected component.
If the system is divided into two (or more) different connected components due to movement or failure of nodes,
each connected component is considered to be a fully-fledged
network in itself, and therefore, eventually elects one leader.
Both partial synchrony and algorithm ensure that, regardless
of topology changes, if the latter cease, each connected component will eventually elect a single leader.
Channels: Nodes communicate by broadcast. All neighbors of
the sender node receive the broadcast message. Our algorithm
only uses broadcast communications on a fixed Wi-Fi channel selected beforehand. We assume reliable communication
channels, possible in a wireless network where the MAC
layer reliably delivers broadcast messages, even in presence
of signal attenuation, collision, and interference. Otherwise,
the transmitter is faulty or out of the neighborhood. There
is no assumption about message order, so messages can be
delivered out of order.
Membership and nodes identity: The number of nodes is
unknown. Each node initially knows its own identifier which
is unique in the system. A probe system is used which allows
detection of neighbor nodes. By receiving messages from its
neighbors, a node gets knowledge of the membership of the
network.
IV. L EADER E LECTION A LGORITHM
In our algorithm, every node keeps a topological knowledge of the connected component to which it belongs. The
algorithm builds this component knowledge during node connections and disconnections (triggered by the probe system),
and maintains it by sending either the full knowledge (called
known) to new neighbors, or partial modifications (called
updates) periodically to its neighbors. The pseudo-code of the
Topology Aware algorithm for a node i is given in Algorithm 1.
A. Data structures, variables, and messages
The two following data structures are used by node i:
• view (line 1) is composed of two elements: a logical
clock [31] value only incremented by i, and a set of
identifiers representing neighbors of i.

updt (update, line 2) represents additions or deletions
of neighbors of i. It consists of the identifier of the
source node that has detected membership changes in
its neighborhood, a set of added nodes (new connected
neighbors), a set of removed nodes (new disconnected
neighbors), the logical clock value of source node before
the modifications (old_clk) and its logical clock value
after the modifications (new_clk). This structure allows
us to track new modifications for a given period of time.
Each node i maintains three local variables (line 3):
• knowni (line 4): the current topological knowledge of
the connected component of node i (including itself),
implemented as a map of view indexed by node identifier,
i.e., an entry for each node.
• updatesi (line 5): a list of updt (updates) is periodically
sent, used to update the knowledge of nodes by propagating modifications of the knowledge of i (new connections
and disconnections), without sending the full knowledge,
avoiding therefore, to send redundant information already
received by neighbors.
• pendingi (line 6): a list of pending updates that cannot
be applied by i at the time of first reception, but applied
when new information is received thereafter.
During communication, the variables known and updates
are exchanged through two distinct types of messages identified by the name of the variables.
•

B. Algorithm
The pseudocode of the algorithm given in Algorithm 1 is
described in the following.
1) Initialization: At the beginning, node i initializes its
knowledge with its own identifier (i) and its logical clock set
to 0 (lines 7 to 11).
2) Periodic updates task: Periodically (every ∆ milliseconds), node i broadcasts its new updates list if not empty, and
then set it to empty (lines 12 to 16).
3) Connection: When a new node j appears in the transmission range of node i, it is detected thanks to the probe system
and the Connection method is triggered (line 20). Node j is
considered as a new neighbor and is added to the knowledge
of node i (line 21). As the latter has been updated, the logical
clock of node i is incremented (line 22). Then, both nodes
broadcast their current knowledge to share information about
their component with each other, and also to inform neighbors
about the new node. Therefore, node i broadcasts its known
map (line 23) to its neighbors: node j then acquire topological
knowledge about the component, while the other neighbors of
i are informed about the new connection with j. Same process
is executed by j in regard to node i and its neighbors.
4) Disconnection: When a certain number (γ) of probes
from node j are not received by node i, node j is considered
disconnected by i (line 24). An update structure is created
with the following information (line 25):
• the identifier of node i, considered as the source of the
modification;

Algorithm 1: The Topology Aware eventual leader
election algorithm for a node i
1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Typedef view: hclk: int, neigh: set(id)i
Typedef updt: hsrc: int, add: set(id), rmv: set(id),
old_clk: int, new_clk: inti
Local variables of node i:
known: map(key: id, value: view)
updates: list(updt)
pending: list(updt)
Initialization of node i:
known[i].neigh ← {i}
known[i].clk ← 0
updates ← ∅
pending ← ∅

28
29
30
31

32
33
34
35
36

37
38
39
40

15

Periodic Updates Task:
if updates 6= ∅ then
Broadcast (updates)
updates ← ∅

16

Wait ∆ milliseconds

43

12
13
14

41
42

44
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

26
27

Invocation of Leader():
component ← Reachable (known[i])
return Max (ClosenessCentrality (component))
Connection of node j:
known[i].neigh ← known[i].neigh ∪ {j}
known[i].clk ← known[i].clk + 1
Broadcast (known)
Disconnection of node j:
updates ← updates ∪ {hi, ∅, {j}, known[i].clk,
known[i].clk + 1i}
known[i].neigh ← known[i].neigh \ {j}
known[i].clk ← known[i].clk + 1

45
46
47
48

49
50
51
52
53
54
55

•
•
•
•

an empty value for the add set (no new connection);
the identifier of the disconnected node j for the removed
set;
the current clock of node i;
the new clock, whose value is equal to the clock value
of node i increased by 1.

56
57
58
59
60
61

This tuple is added to the list of updates to be propagated
later by the periodic updates task. Node j is then removed
from the knowledge of node i (line 26) and the clock of node
i is incremented (line 27).
5) Knowledge reception: When node i receives the known
map of node j (line 28), it checks each node id included in
knownj (line 29). If id is a new node for it (line 30), node i
creates an update containing the neighbors of node id with an
old clock valued at 0, meaning that all neighbors of id are in
the add set (line 31). The update is added to the list of updates
to be propagated later by the periodic updates task. Then, the
clock and neighbors of id are added to the knowledge of node
i (line 32).

62
63
64
65

Receive knownj from node j:
∀ hid, viewi ∈ knownj do
if @ hid, –i ∈ known then
updates ← updates ∪ {hid, view.neigh, –, 0,
view.clki}
known[id] ← hview.clk, view.neighi
else if view.clk > known[id].clk then
add ← view.neigh \ known[id].neigh
rmv ← known[id].neigh \ view.neigh
updates ← updates ∪ {hid, add, rmv,
known[id].clk, view.clki}
known[id] ← hview.clk, view.neighi
PendingUpdates()
Receive updatesj from node j:
∀ updthsrc, add, rmv, old_clk, new_clki ∈ updatesj
do
if @ hsrc, –i ∈ known then
if old_clk = 0 then
known[src] ← hnew_clk, addi
updates ← updates ∪ updt
else
pending ← pending ∪ updt
else if old_clk = known[src].clk then
known[src].neigh ← (known[src].neigh ∪
add) \ rmv
known[src].clk ← new_clk
updates ← updates ∪ updt
else if old_clk > known[src].clk then
pending ← pending ∪ updt
PendingUpdates()
Invocation of PendingUpdates():
∀ updthsrc, add, rmv, old_clk, new_clki ∈ pending
do
if old_clk = 0 then
if @ hsrc, –i ∈ known then
known[src] ← hnew_clk, addi
pending ← pending \ updt
else if old_clk = known[src].clk then
known[src].neigh ← (known[src].neigh ∪
add) \ rmv
known[src].clk ← new_clk
pending ← pending \ updt
if old_clk < known[src].clk then
pending ← pending \ updt

If id is known by i and the clock value of id is greater
than the clock value known by node i for id (line 33), it
means that id made some connections and/or disconnections
of which node i is not aware. Hence, node i creates an update
and computes the add set (line 34), which will be composed

of the new neighbors for i that id informed in view, minus the
neighbors of id which i already knew. The result represents
new neighbors of id since its last received view. Then, node i
computes the removed nodes of the update, by removing the
received neighbors from the known neighbors of id (line 35),
which represents disconnections since the last received view.
The value of the old clock in the update is set to the clock
value of id in the knowledge of node i, and the new clock
value is set to the value of the received clock (line 36).
The update is added to the list of updates to be propagated
later by the periodic updates task (line 12), and eventually,
thanks to their previous knowledge and update exchanges,
neighbors of node i will have the same knowledge as node
i with identical clocks, thus, they will be able to apply this
new update in their respective knowledge.
Finally, the clock value and neighbor identifiers of id are
added to the knowledge of i (line 37) and the PendingUpdates
method is called to apply previously received updates (line 38).
6) Updates reception: When node i receives updates from
node j (line 39), each update adds or removes neighbors of a
source node src (line 40). Following the old clock value, an
update can be applied, saved in the pending list to be applied
later, or discarded.
If the old clock is equal to 0 (line 42), the update contains all
the neighbors of node src (see Knowledge reception IV-B5),
and the update is applied (line 43) if node i does not have any
information about node src (line 41). If the old clock is equal
to the clock of node src in the current knowledge of node
i (line 47), the update corresponds to new information. The
update is then applied, i.e., neighbors are updated (line 48) as
well as the clock (line 49). In both cases, the updates are added
to the updates set of node i (lines 44 and 50), to be propagated
later to neighbors through the periodic updates task.
An update cannot be applied when it is more recent than
other updates not yet received by i, which should have applied
before the former. This out of order update receptions might
happen if the component contains cycles, i.e., when the old
clock is greater than the clock of src in the knowledge of i
(line 51), or when node i does not have information about
node src and the old clock is greater than 0 (line 45). In
those cases, node i saves the update in a pending updates list
(lines 46 and 52), and will try to apply it in the future, after
new updates will be received (line 53).
7) Pending updates: PendingUpdates (line 54) checks the
updates that can be applied in the pending list (line 55). To
reduce message exchanges and improve performance, updates
that cannot be applied when first received are saved, and the
algorithm tries to apply them after new information is received.
When an update is applied (i.e., the knowledge of i changes,
lines 58 and 61-62), the latter is removed from the pending list
(lines 59 and 63). If the clock value of the current knowledge
is greater than the old clock value of the update (line 64), the
update is also removed for the pending list (line 65), meaning
that node i receives a knowledge or updates from a node with
more recent information.

8) Leader(): When a process running on node i requires
a leader, it calls the local Leader method (line 17) which
computes and returns, based on the knowledge of i, the best
leader according to the closeness centrality (line 19). We use
the closeness centrality rather than the betweenness centrality,
because it is faster computed and requires fewer computational
steps, so use less energy from the mobile nodes. The closeness
of a node is the inverse of the sum of all shortest paths to
other nodes, characterizing the ability of a node to spread
information over the graph. We use the closeness centrality
formula defined by Alex Bavelas [32] for a node x as :
1
d(y,
x)
y

C(x) = P

where d(y, x) is the shortest path between nodes y and x.
In order to compute the closeness centrality, node i, starting
from itself, get the set of reachable nodes according to its
topological knowledge of the component (line 18). Then, for
each reachable node, it computes the shortest distance between
this node and the other reachable ones, obtains the closeness
centrality, and deduces the most central node as the leader
(line 19). The highest node identifier is used to break ties
among identical centrality values.
If all nodes of the component have the same knowledge
of the topology, the Leader() call returns the same leader
node to all of them. Otherwise, it may return different leaders
for distinct nodes. However, if topology changes cease, our
algorithm ensures that all nodes of a connected component will
eventually have the same topology knowledge and, therefore,
will have the same leader node [14].
V. R ESULTS
The objective of the experiments is to compare our Topology
Aware algorithm with a flooding algorithm.
A. Simulation environment
We have conducted evaluation experiments on PeerSim [1],
a Java peer-to-peer network simulator. Each experiment lasts
30 minutes, with a simulated unit of time corresponding to one
millisecond, and simulates 60 nodes placed in a 900 × 900
meters obstacle-free area. Message sending latency follows a
Poisson distribution with parameter λ = 10.
B. Mobility models
We consider two different mobility patterns for the experiments: the random waypoint and a periodic disc positioning
pattern around a single point of interest. For both mobility
patterns, the minimum node speed is set to 5 m/s and the
maximum node speed is set to 15 m/s. The chosen speed
follows a uniform distribution between the minimum and the
maximum speed.
1) Random waypoint: Nodes are randomly placed in the
area and move according to the Random Waypoint mobility
model [33]. Nodes wait 10 seconds before choosing the next
random destination. We point out that this mobility pattern is
largely used in the literature [12], [33].

2) Periodic single point of interest: First, nodes are placed
to create concentric circles whose center is the same unique
point of interest, thus, composing a disc, like the one shown in
Figure 1, such that there exists a path between any two nodes
in the disc.
After 10 seconds, nodes start moving to a randomly chosen
destination. Once reached, nodes wait 10 seconds before going
back to their initial position in the circle, waiting for each
other nodes to reach its initial position. Note that nodes can
wait a long time for the other nodes to return to their initial
position in the disc, due to various node speeds. When every
node is at its initial circle position (the disc is reconstructed
again), they wait 10 seconds before moving to another random
destination, and repeat this behavior continually until the end
of the experiment.
The shape of the disc is independent of the node transmission range, i.e., it always looks like the one in Figure 1
regardless of the diameter of the transmission range. This
pattern could model user activities, where nodes represent
people visiting regularly just a few places [34].

is the node with the highest value. It periodically broadcasts
leader messages to neighbor nodes every α milliseconds, and
each node forwards this information to neighbors. When the
leader fails, it stops sending leader messages, and after a
non-reception of β leader messages from the leader, nodes
trigger a new election by setting themselves as their own new
leader. Thus, new leader messages from different nodes are
propagated, and eventually, the node with the highest value is
elected.
In order to elect a leader with good local connectivity,
we consider that the value is equal to the number of direct
neighbors of a node, equivalent to node degree in a graph,
which is updated at each topology change, thanks to the probe
system (new connection or disconnection). The highest node
identifier is used to break ties among identical values. We
denote this algorithm Flooding Degree.
For fairness comparison with Flooding Degree, we also
implemented a variant of the Topology Aware algorithm, called
Topology Aware Degree, which uses the node degree as the
election criterion. The version presented in Section IV-B8
using the closeness centrality as an election criterion is called
Topology Aware Closeness.
D. Algorithms settings

Figure 1. Single point of interest disc

C. Algorithms
We compared two versions of our Topology Aware algorithm
with a variant of the Vasudevan et al. algorithm [12], since
it is representative of flooding algorithms. Vasudevan et al.
algorithm returns ⊥ during the election phase, if the leader
has not been elected yet. In order to be fairly comparable with
our algorithm Topology Aware, we have considered a variant
of this algorithm that never returns ⊥, but a possible current
leader. Indeed, in our algorithm, a correct node is always able
to render a leader according to its topological knowledge. We
denoted this variant Flooding because each node periodically
broadcasts leader messages informing its current leader to
neighbor nodes.
Note that Flooding is also a variant of the OptFloodMax
algorithm that Nancy A. Lynch introduced in her book Distributed Systems [10]. In OptFloodMax, processes send their
unique identifier to their neighbors, whenever a process obtains
a new maximum unique identifier (which will eventually be
elected as the leader).
We adapted the Flooding algorithm for MANET assuming
an underlying probe system that detects connections and
disconnections. Exchanged leader messages contain the node
identifier and an election criterion, called value. The leader

In the Flooding Degree algorithm, nodes send messages
every α = 250 milliseconds. Every node triggers a new
election if β = 1 message from the current leader was not
received after a timeout of 300 milliseconds.
In both Topology Aware versions, updates are kept in a list
acting as a buffer, before being sent every ∆ milliseconds.
The value of ∆ is based on the transmission range (on xaxis of figures), considering that the larger the transmission
range, the higher number of nodes potentially reached. Thus,
to avoid burst effect after topology changes, the value of ∆ is
computed according to the following formula:
∆ = 70 × log10 (range) − 60
With this formula, ∆ has a low value for small ranges
and increases proportionally to the size of the range, with a
fast increase for low ranges and a slow increase for higher
ranges. This aims to transmit information quickly on smaller
components, but more slowly on larger components due to the
high dynamics of mobile nodes induced by larger transmission
ranges.
When a probe message is received by node i, the Connection method of the algorithm is triggered. A probe message
contains the unique identifier of the node and is sent every τ =
400 milliseconds. If γ = 1 probe message from node j is not
received after a timeout of 450 milliseconds, node i considers
node j as out of range and trigger the Disconnection method.
E. Metrics
We considered the following three metrics:
1) Instability: it is the percentage of average time during
which a node takes as the leader a node that is not equal to the
eventually unique elected leader of the component. The latter

The goal is to compare the performance of Flooding Degree
algorithm with the Degree and Closeness versions of our
Topology Aware algorithm, for different diameters of transmission range that vary from 10 meters to 200 meters. Note that,
there is a strong correlation between the transmission range
and network connectivity, i.e., the number of components in
the system.
1) Instability: The random waypoint pattern in Figure 2
shows that the instability percentage of Flooding Degree and
both Topology Aware versions varies according to the transmission range, with a stabilization starting at a transmission
range of 120 meters when the majority of nodes are in a
few large connected components. However, nodes in Flooding
Degree spend on average 55% more time with the wrong
leader than nodes in Topology Aware Degree. We observe that
the Closeness version of Topology Aware is slightly less stable
than the Degree version.
For the periodic single point of interest pattern, compared to
Topology Aware Degree, Flooding Degree spends on average
82% more time with a wrong leader, i.e., 1.5 times more
than the previous mobility pattern. In Flooding Degree, leader
unavailability is progressively detected by all nodes of the
component, upon expiration of leader messages timeout. In
this case, each node of the component triggers a new election
by setting itself as the leader, and starts broadcasting leader
messages. However, some nodes located further away from
the old leader might still receive, from their neighbors, leader
messages related to this old leader and, thus, will take more
time to start a new election. Furthermore, the greater the
number of nodes in the component, the higher the spreading
of leader message (as we can observe in Figure 2).
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F. Performance

Instability
Random waypoint

Instability percentage

is computed by an oracle based on nodes degree for Flooding
Degree and Topology Aware Degree, or closeness centrality for
Topology Aware Closeness. Instability at time t is computed
by the following formula:

PN
0, leader(i) = oracle(i)
i=0
1, leader(i) 6= oracle(i)
× 100
Instabilityt =
N
where N is the number of nodes in the system and i the node
identifier. Then, we compute the Instability over the whole
time of an experiment, which is the average Instabilityt ∀t,
from t = 0 to the end of the experiment.
2) Number of messages sent per second: it is the average
of the total number of messages sent per second. This metric
does not consider probe messages, since the same number of
probes is sent for all algorithms every τ milliseconds.
3) The longest leader path relative to the component diameter: This metric characterizes how fast a leader can reach
nodes of its component. First, we compute the longest path of
all shortest paths from every node of the component to their
current leader. Then, since it depends on the number of nodes
in the component, we divide the longest path by the diameter
of the component.
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Figure 2. Instability percentage

In Flooding Degree, the spreading of leader messages from
all the nodes that have started a new election slows down the
election convergence and thus increases the average stability.
On the other hand, both Topology Aware versions only need
to spread updates to each node.
The two versions of Topology Aware are more stable than
Flooding Degree, especially in large components where there
is low nodes movement, because it needs fewer steps to elect
a new leader once its topological knowledge is built.
Instability over time at 90 meters: In Figure 3, we
show the evolution of instability over time, considering a
transmission range of 90 meters which is quite realistic. The
instability at time t is the average cumulative instability from
time 0 to time t, and the right y-axis is the exact number of
components at time t.
As shown on top of Figure 3, the random waypoint mobility pattern has on average 18 connected components, and
Topology Aware Degree is on average 62% more stable than
Flooding Degree.
In the periodic single point of interest pattern at the bottom
of Figure 3, nodes are gathering at their initial position on
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Figure 3. Evolution of instability at a transmission range of 90 meters

Figure 4. Number of messages sent per second

the disc in Figure 1, creating a unique connected component,
then moving to random positions, also having an average maximum of 18 components. At the beginning of the experiment,
nodes in both Topology Aware versions exchange messages
to build their knowledge, inducing many leader errors, hence,
an instability rate of 41% for the Degree version and 69%
for the Closeness one. However, Flooding Degree quickly
finds the correct leader, thus, showing low instability. After
the second gathering and until the end of the experiment,
the two Topology Aware versions are on average 79% more
efficient to elect the correct leader than Flooding Degree,
which increases its instability after each gathering, when nodes
start to randomly move again.

increases, the number of leaders decreases, thus reducing the
number of flooding messages. On the other hand, Topology
Aware algorithms behave inversely: when the transmission
range increases, each node observes more topological movements, therefore, increasing the amount of new knowledge and
update messages. These behaviors are well characterized in
Figure 4, especially for the random waypoint pattern. Note
that the number of messages sent in both Topology Aware
versions is the same because the election criterion does not
impact the number of messages.

2) Number of messages sent per second: In the previous
section, we observed that the smaller the transmission range,
the higher the number of components. Therefore, in the case
of low transmission ranges, there are more components, and
consequently, more leaders. This higher number of leaders
explains why Flooding Degree presents bad performance with
low transmission ranges, since each leader floods its component with leader messages. When the transmission range

We can observe an interesting threshold effect from the
transmission range of 130 meters. At this range, components
are bigger and start to become more stable in terms of topology
changes. Topology Aware algorithms benefit from the topology
stability since: (1) they generate fewer messages (due to
fewer connections and disconnections, so fewer knowledge
and updates exchanges); (2) they are less sensitive to the size
of components. On the opposite, Flooding Degree is punished
by the size of the components, because it is not sensitive to
topology changes and flooding is more costly when the number
of links increases. This explains why the curves of Topology

Random waypoint
Periodic single POI

Topology
Flooding
Aware
Degree
Degree
196
705 to 1284
196
786 to 942

Topology
Aware
Closeness
681 to 1260
760 to 915

3) The longest leader path relative to the component diameter: Figure 5 gives the average longest path to the leader
(y-axis left) and the average component diameter (y-axis right)
for both mobility patterns. It shows that an election criterion
based on Closeness centrality shortens paths to the leader
compared to an election criterion only based on Degree.
For the random waypoint pattern, low transmission ranges
lead to small components with only some nodes. Therefore,
paths to the leader are most of the time direct links or contain
only a few nodes. When the transmission range increases,
Topology Aware Closeness is better than Flooding Degree,
thanks to its component central leader choice.
In the periodic single point of interest pattern however, as
the shape of the disc is independent of the transmission range,
there is periodically only one component comprising the entire
network. We observe that Topology Aware Closeness is 11%
better than Flooding Degree. Topology Aware Degree has a
similar behavior to Flooding Degree as both have the same
election criterion.
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Table I
AVERAGE MESSAGE SIZE ( IN BYTES )

Leader path relative to component diameter

Aware versions stabilize while the curve of Flooding Degree
increases.
For the periodic single point of interest pattern, both versions of Topology Aware send fewer messages, because they
do not need to communicate when the topology is motionless.
As the number of nodes in the component increases, the
number of messages also increases, depending on the value
of ∆ that impacts the number of messages sent per second.
On the other hand, Flooding Degree sends more messages than
the two Topology Aware versions, because even if the topology
is static, a flooding algorithm continues to periodically send
information about its current leader.
However, the size of messages exchanged in Topology
Aware is larger than in the Flooding Degree algorithm. In
Table I, the Flooding Degree algorithm presents the same
average message size since messages contain just a node
identifier and a value, i.e., two integers. On the other hand,
the size of messages in Topology Aware varies according to
the number of nodes in the connected component. Therefore,
messages in both Topology Aware versions have larger sizes
when compared to the Flooding Degree algorithm. Note that
the value of message sizes in Table I contain additional
information needed by the simulator, which is identical to the
three algorithms. Also, note that the size of messages remains
below the MTU value of wireless networks, then messages
can be included in single packets.
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Figure 5. Longest leader path relative to component diameter

G. Fault injection
We have conducted fault injection experiments on the leader
node in a static configuration, evaluating then the average time
to elect a new leader when the transmission range varies from
10m to 200m. After nodes have exchanged information to elect
the eventual leader of the component, the leader crashes and
recovers periodically. Results in Table II show the average
election time to elect the new leader. We observe that for
both Topology Aware versions the election time is larger
than Flooding Degree, because the buffering of messages
slows down message transmission time of each node as the
transmission range increases. However, this time remains low
(less than 1 second).
Table II
AVERAGE ELECTION TIME ( IN MILLISECONDS )

Flooding
Degree
422

Topology Aware
Degree
820

Topology Aware
Closeness
731

VI. C ONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This article has presented a per component eventual leader
election algorithm for dynamic networks, that shows the
advantages of a network topology knowledge used by all
nodes for the choice of the leader. To this end, by exchanging messages, every node maintains a local knowledge of
the communication graph of connected nodes and exploits
such knowledge to elect as the leader the node having the
highest closeness centrality. This leader can, therefore, spread
information faster over its connected component than flooding
algorithms. Considering the random waypoint and a periodic
single point of interest mobility models, we evaluated on
the PeerSim [1] simulator both our algorithm and a flooding
algorithm with a local topological election criterion. Both
Topology Aware algorithms are more stable than Flooding
Degree and the closeness version has a shorter path to the
leader, especially on large components with low movements
of nodes. It is less sensitive to the component size and sends
fewer messages than Flooding Degree. When compared to
Flooding Degree, our algorithm improves the leader stability
up to 82% depending on mobility models, sends half as many
messages, and nodes reach the leader by 11% shorter paths.
In the Topology Aware algorithm, the size of messages could
be reduced using compression, for example.
In the future, we plan to work on a cross-layer implementation for MANET, using information from the MAC layer to
improve communication performance. We will also consider
wireless message collisions. In order to detect inconsistencies,
nodes will periodically broadcast a checksum of their topological knowledge, in probe messages for example. Lastly, we
intend to implement the Topology Aware algorithm on real
devices such as Raspberry Pis, conducting experiments in real
conditions.
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